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Abstract—In the absence of accurate handwriting recognition for historical documents, computer assisted transcription (CAT) methods move into the spotlight. We explore some of the weaknesses of current CAT systems and propose a CAT system which relies on subword spotting that overcomes most of these. The system is ideal crowdsourcing transcription to mobile users.

I. INTRODUCTION

Manual transcription of handwritten historical documents is a costly process, requiring many man-hours. Current handwriting recognition technology is an inaccurate replacement; during a recent competition for handwriting recognition on historical documents, the top method had a word error rate above 25% [1]. However, computer assisted transcription (CAT) methods offer a middle ground between manual and fully automated transcription. CAT methods aim to harness handwriting recognition technology and human efforts together in an effective way. We will explore a few prior CAT systems to examine the state of the art methods. Additionally, crowdsourcing has been an effective means of transcribing large corpora of handwritten documents (e.g. FamilySearch Indexing). We propose a CAT system which is directed at crowdsourced work, and is particularly adaptable to mobile users. The ubiquity of smartphones means mobile users represent a large resource for crowdsourced work, but these potential users generally limited with small screens, no keyboards (limited data entry), and shorter attention spans. Our system addresses these limitations.

II. PRIOR WORK

Toselli et al [2] have explored the realm of CAT using the idea of user-verified prefixes. They use a fairly standard HMM recognition model as the backbone of their approach. The recognition is done for a line of text and the user corrects the first error (See Fig. 1). Recognition is run again reusing the computation up to that point and the correction. Their approach relies on a language model, which means this approach cannot be used to effectively transcribe documents containing non-sentence writing, such as tables and lists. Serrano, et al also have pursued a similar approach, where the user corrects the n words the recognition model had the least confidence in [3].

You can find a demo of their system at http://cat.prhlt.upv.es/iht/

Fig. 1: A screenshot of a demo of Toselli et al’s multimodal CAT system. The red line is drawn by the user to indicate the need to insert a word into the automatically obtained transcription.

Robert Clawson designed Intelligent Indexing [4], a CAT system for handwritten documents. Intelligent Indexing relies on finding matching word images in a document and assigning them the same user-specified label. The user oversight of matches was accomplished by showing the user a list of matches (with an adjustable threshold for sensitivity) from which the user removed the false-positive matches, as seen in Fig. 2. This leveraged the human user's natural ability to discriminate. Zagoris et al [5] also designed a CAT system which uses word spotting, as seen in Fig. 3. Rather than focusing on having a user remove bad spots, as the user confirms correct spotings, a relevance feedback loop helps select better results from the word spotting. Both of these approaches allow a few user actions to transcribe many words. However, both of these approaches are limited as they require frequent word repetition to be effective. There are some commonly repeating words for certain documents, but there are many words which repeat infrequently, if at all, in documents (e.g. names).

Neudecker and Tzadok [6] presented a CAT system for historical printed documents which is very similar to the CAT system we are presenting here. Their system first segments the individual characters of the documents and runs an OCR engine on them. Those characters with low confidence are then presented to a user for verification in a character session. A single character session contains all the low-confidence character images classified to a single character; the user merely needs to select the incorrect classifications. An example of their system’s character session for the character “?” is given in Fig. 4. Then in a word session, a word image is shown to

You can view a short demo of his system at http://tiny.cc/intelind
You can find a demo of their system at http://vc.ee.duth.gr/ws/
III. PROPOSED SYSTEM

Clawson [4] and Zagoris et al [5] rely on word spotting to transcribe, which is dependent on frequent word repetition. Neudecker, Tzadok [6] relies on OCR to transcribe, which is dependent on character segmentation, a difficult problem for handwriting. A happy medium, to word spotting and OCR, is character n-gram spotting, which is spotting short subwords (bi- and trigrams) within the words of the document. Character n-grams have more frequent repetition than words do, but are large enough to spot (i.e. don’t require character segmentation), meaning there should be a relatively large information gain for the work of spotting a single n-gram. This provides the backbone of the CAT system we propose.

Our system follows a similar pattern as [6]; Fig. 5 shows an overview of the process. N-grams are spotted in the document images. Low confidence spottings are then presented to users to indicate incorrect spottings (Fig. 6 might be how this would be presented to a user). From the spotted n-grams partial transcriptions of words (we know some, but not all of the letters) are found, from which the list of possible transcriptions can be narrowed considerably. Additional reduction can be done by scoring the possible transcriptions on the word image with an ordinary word spotting or handwriting recognition algorithm, and thresholding the scores. Once this list has been narrowed down to a few words, this list is presented to users to select the correct transcription (Fig. 7 might be how this would be presented to a user). Additionally, spotted n-grams and transcribed word images provide information the system can learn from to improve later spotting iterations.

IV. JUSTIFICATION

Let us examine the George Washington (GW) dataset [7] as an example of how effective this might be. If the 100 most frequent bigrams in the English language are spotted in the GW dataset with 50% recall (i.e. we actually spot only
Fig. 5: Work-flow of proposed CAT system. (a) N-grams are spotted by the system (“ed” as an example here). (b) User removes false-positives (“el”). (c) After some iterations of n-gram spotting, a regular expression is generated (from “en” and “ed”) and used to query the lexicon. (d) If 10 or less words are returned, present the list to a user to select the correct transcription (“enlisted”).

50% of the occurrences of each bigram), 41% of the words in the corpus can be narrowed down to 10 or fewer possible transcriptions. This is using a lexicon of 108,028 words and 6,939 names. From this list of 10 or fewer words a user can easily select the correct transcription. More words can be transcribed as we use online learning to create new spotting queries; character n-grams that we missed will be spotted with subsequent queries. If subsequent queries also have 50% recall, 73% of the corpus can be transcribed with 250 spottings (i.e. going through the 100 bigrams 2.5 times). See Fig. 8 for more thorough results of simulating this process. Preliminary results in spotting character n-grams in the GW dataset have yielded a mean-average-precision of 64% for bigrams and 72% for trigrams, using a naive sliding window adoption of Almazán et al’s [8] spotting method.

V. Discussion

The verifying of spotted n-grams can be broken up into small tasks of a handful of confirmations. The selection of transcriptions will be from a short list making them small tasks. With the added element that these tasks do not require typing, they are ideal for mobile users. Each task takes a few seconds of judgement and one or more taps. Tasks can be rapidly completed for any amount of time a user is willing to spend; this dynamic will appeal to casual users in a way many other transcription methods (CAT or manual) do not. The rapid nature of the tasks also would lend to a variety of gamification methods that the system could be injected into.

There are a handful of limitations to this system. First, it is dependant on word segmentation. Even if the n-gram
spotting method is segmentation free, the words still need to be segmented to create the lexicon queries. Another limitation is that better results for sentence structured documents would be achieved if including NLP processing. Though it would be possible to include this, by processing possible transcriptions with the words around them, we have left it out to allow a greater variety of documents. The other limitations are based on performance of some of the pieces. The n-gram spotting algorithm may require some contextual exemplars (e.g. for training), requiring a few pages of a new corpus to be manually transcribed before the system can operate. If the n-gram spotting performs poorly, either users will be required to reject many spotting results or a low recall will have to be accepted, both options hurting the effectiveness of the system. If the word spotting/handwriting recognition algorithm, is unable to prune the list of possible transcriptions effectively, the lexicon size may have to be restricted in size. But we believe these limitations are negligible given the gains of the system and our preliminary subword spotting results.

A positive feature of the reliance on subword spotting is that the verification of spotted n-grams is somewhat language agnostic, meaning users might feel comfortable completing this task for a language other than their native tongue. An additional strength of our system is the large lexicon size is supports. The simulation described above was done with a lexicon size almost doubling what many large-vocabulary handwriting recognition systems use. Our system will be able to transcribe far more words, particularly uncommon names, than other CAT system's reliant on handwriting recognition methods.

We have presented a highly parallelizable CAT system which leverages character n-gram spotting to form partial transcriptions and, user interaction to maintain high accuracy and complete transcriptions. User interaction takes place as small selection tasks, ideal for mobile users. While it has yet to be implemented, we believe this system could make a large impact on the work that can be done with crowdsourced transcription by both providing an effective tool as well as one appealing to a largely untapped user-base.
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